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-develop some ideas
more fully than others,
with reference to specific
and relevant evidence
and appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain a clear and
appropriate focus
-exhibit a logical
sequence of ideas but
may lack internal
consistency

-use appropriate
language, with some
awareness of audience
and purpose
-occasionally make
effective use of sentence
structure or length

-demonstrate partial
control, exhibiting
occasional errors that do
not hinder
comprehension

-develop ideas clearly
and consistently, with
reference to relevant and
specific evidence and
appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain the focus
established by the critical
lens
-exhibit a logical
sequence of ideas
through use of
appropriate devices and
transitions

-use language that is
fluent and original, with
evident awareness of
audience and purpose
-vary structure and
length of sentences to
control rhythm and
pacing

-demonstrate control of
the conventions,
exhibiting occasional
errors only when using
sophisticated language

-develop ideas clearly
and fully, making
effective use of a wide
range of relevant and
specific evidence and
appropriate literary
elements from both texts

-maintain the focus
established by the critical
lens
-exhibit a logical and
coherent structure
through skillful use of
appropriate devices and
transitions

-are stylistically
sophisticated, using
language that is precise
and engaging, with a
notable sense of voice
and awareness of
audience and purpose
-vary structure and
length of sentences to
enhance meaning

-demonstrate control of
the conventions with
essentially no errors,
even with sophisticated
language

Development: the
extent to which ideas
are elaborated using
specific and relevant
evidence from the
text(s)

Organization: the
extent to which the
response exhibits
direction, shape, and
coherence

Language Use: the
extent to which the
response reveals an
awareness of audience
and purpose through
effective use of words,
sentence structure,
and sentence variety

Conventions: the
extent to which the
response exhibits
conventional spelling,
punctuation,
paragraphing,
capitalization,
grammar, and usage

-demonstrate emerging
control, exhibiting
occasional errors that
hinder comprehension

-rely on basic
vocabulary, with little
awareness of audience
or purpose
-exhibit some attempt to
vary sentence structure
or length for effect, but
with uneven success

-establish, but fail to
maintain, an appropriate
focus
- exhibit a rudimentary
structure but may
include some
inconsistencies or
irrelevancies

-develop ideas briefly,
using some evidence
from the text
-may rely primarily on
plot summary

-provide a simple
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that
suggests some criteria
for analysis
-make superficial
connections between the
criteria and the chosen
texts

3
Responses at this
level:

-demonstrate a lack of
control, exhibiting
frequent errors that make
comprehension difficult

-use language that is
imprecise or unsuitable
for the audience or
purpose
-reveal little awareness
of how to use sentences
to achieve an effect

-lack an appropriate
focus but suggest some
organization, or suggest
a focus but lack
organization

-are incomplete or
largely undeveloped,
hinting at ideas, but
references to the text are
vague, irrelevant,
repetitive, or unjustified

-provide a confused or
incomplete interpretation
of the "critical lens"
-may allude to the
"critical lens" but do not
use it to analyze the
chosen texts

2
Responses at this
level:

• If the student addresses only one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 3.
• If the student writes only a personal response and makes no reference to the text(s), the response can be scored no higher than a 1.
• Responses totally unrelated to the topic, illegible, incoherent, or blank should be given a 0.
• A response totally copied from the text(s) with no original student writing should be scored a 0.

-provide a reasonable
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-make implicit
connections between
criteria and the chosen
texts

-provide a thoughtful
interpretation of the
"critical lens" that clearly
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-use the criteria to make
a clear and reasoned
analysis of the chosen
texts

-provide an interpretation
of the "critical lens" that
is faithful to the
complexity of the
statement and clearly
establishes the criteria
for analysis
-use the criteria to make
insightful analysis of the
chosen texts

Meaning: the extent to
which the response
exhibits sound
understanding,
interpretation, and
analysis of the task
and text(s)

4
Responses at this
level:

5
Responses at this
level:

6
Responses at this
level:

QUALITY

SESSION TWO PART B SCORING RUBRIC
READING AND
WRITING FOR
CRITICAL
ANALYSIS
QUESTION
28 – SCORING
RUBRIC
– CRITICAL
LENS

-are minimal, making
assessment of
conventions unreliable
-may be illegible or not
recognizable as English

-are minimal
-use language that is
incoherent or
inappropriate

-show no focus or
organization

-are minimal, with no
evidence of development

-do not refer to the
"critical lens"
-reflect minimal or no
analysis of the chosen
texts

1
Responses at this
level:
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Anchor Level 6 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides an interpretation of the critical lens that is faithful to the complexity of the statement and
clearly establishes the criteria for analysis (learning the truth about the world and its inhabitants is
superior to remaining ignorant and sheltered from the real world). The response uses the criteria to
make insightful analysis of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (we may understand the true and
real superiority of knowledge over ignorance, as knowledge is what sets people free from prejudice
… as it did for Huck) and Candide (Candide discovers happiness because of the knowledge he
gained in his tumultuous journey).
Develops ideas clearly and fully, making effective use of a wide range of relevant and specific
evidence in both The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Throughout Jim and Huck’s journey on the
Mississippi River, Huck’s eyes are pried open to the racist South and its pretensions) and Candide
(Adversities, such as the Lisbon Earthquake and the Inquisition, finally give him knowledge of the
world in its natural and quintessential form) to support the value of truth. The response uses the
appropriate literary elements of setting (the South … 19th Century world) in Huckleberry Finn and
of characterization and internal conflict in both texts (he decided to do anything for his friend and
accept any fate that befell him and Candide endures hardship after hardship, each one leading to his
loss of faith in his optimistic philosophy).
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on the superiority of knowledge to ignorance, as
knowledge begets happiness and discovery of the true world. The response exhibits a logical and
coherent structure, first interpreting and agreeing with the lens, then presenting information
demonstrating how both Huck and Candide were changed for the better after experiencing the
adverse realities of the world, and concluding with a paragraph that reinforces agreement with the
lens. Coherence is strengthened through the skillful use of transitions (At one point, Upon realizing
the dangers, Had Candide remained).
Is stylistically sophisticated, using language that is precise and engaging (He even resigns himself to
eternal damnation), with a notable sense of voice and awareness of audience and purpose (Huck was
purged not only of his innocence, but likewise of the values society began to embed in him). The
response varies structure and length of sentences to enhance meaning (Huck is but a boy, ignorant of
the world and free of the racist prejudices that plague both Southern and Northern society).
Demonstrates control of the conventions with essentially no errors, even with sophisticated language.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 6 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 5 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(When individuals lack essential knowledge in this world, they cannot live to their fullest potential).
The response uses the criteria to make a clear and reasoned analysis of The Color Purple
(Eventually, after obtaining proper beliefs about her own existence, Celie … is able to live to her
fullest potential) and The Scarlet Letter (This new knowledge helped them overcome their prejudice).
Develops ideas clearly and consistently, with reference to relevant and specific evidence in both The
Color Purple (However, these mentors break through Celie’s ignorance and … Celie is able to
change … and move to Memphis … and opens up a sewing shop) and The Scarlet Letter (Eventually,
Hester starts to gain respect from the townspeople for her charity and character). The response
incorporates the literary elements of setting (a stereotypical southern setting in the fist half of the
1900’s and this Puritan time period) and character (She never questioned and she … practices
humility) into the discussion of both texts.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens on why ignorance is never better than knowledge.
The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, moving from an interpretation of the critical lens
to explanations of how both Celie and Hester Prynne worked to overcome ignorance to achieve their
goals, and concluding with a summation. Appropriate transitions are used (However, In response to
her conviction, This new knowledge).
Uses language that is fluent and original (limited by the scrutiny of her ignorant community), with
evident awareness of audience and purpose (we see an example of a character). The response varies
structure and length of sentences to control rhythm and pacing (Although her sister Nettie had the
opportunity to escape, Celie has been trapped).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (aggresive and
enviroment) and punctuation (Sophie another and self respect but) only when using sophisticated
language.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5 in all qualities.
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Anchor Level 5 – C
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(this quote means that even though it is easier to ignore the truth, having a full understanding is
often critical). The response uses the criteria to make a clear and reasoned analysis of Fitzgerald’s
The Great Gatsby (His ignorance throughout the novel led to a strain on his marriage and later to
tragedy) and Othello (This lack of knowledge led to the downfall of the protagonist and his wife).
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response uses specific and relevant evidence from
Othello (Desdemona’s ignorance of Iago’s jealousy … led to her acceptance of this plan) and
includes references to theme in the discussion (trusting someone without attempting to find the real
facts … can be tragic). The discussion of The Great Gatsby is less accurately developed (He was
unaware of the affair between Daisy and Gatsby causing Tom to become overconfident about
Daisy’s fidelity) and the characterization of Tom Buchanan is mainly inferred.
Maintains the focus established by the critical lens (it is always safer to have a full understanding of
the world around you). The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, first interpreting the lens,
then presenting information from each work to show the consequences of ignoring the truth, and
ending with a conclusion that refocuses on the interpretation of the lens (disasters could have easily
been prevented if the characters were more knowledgeable). The response uses appropriate
transitions (Another example, Instead, Therefore).
Uses language that is fluent and original (provide evidence that this assertion is valid and started to
doubt his doting wife), with evident awareness of audience and purpose. The response varies
structure and length of sentences to control rhythm and pacing (Clearly, ignorance can sometimes be
dangerous).
Demonstrates control of the conventions, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (verasity, disern,
distraugt) only when using sophisticated language.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 5, although it is somewhat weaker in
development.
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Anchor Level 4 – A
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use
Conventions

Commentary

Provides a thoughtful interpretation of the critical lens that clearly establishes the criteria for analysis
(it is better to know and accept the complete truth of a situation rather than acting on ignorant
understandings alone … because the characters who act on ignorance … end up getting hurt). The
response uses the criteria to make clear and reasoned connections between the interpretation and Of
Mice and Men (If Curly had bothered to learn this information he would’ve spent more time with his
wife) and Death of a Salesman (This endless ignorance and inability to accept the truth prove to be
Willy’s downfall).
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response uses specific and relevant evidence from
Of Mice and Men to discuss Curly’s characterization (stubborn and short tempered, Curly’s
ignorance of his wife’s loneliness, Curly acts enraged). The discussion of Willy’s character in Death
of a Salesman is more general (Willy’s ignorance toward his unmatchable skills as a craftsman lead
him to become a failure of a salesman).
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus on the idea that one should always know and understand the
whole truth before acting recklessly. The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, first
interpreting the lens, then presenting information from each work to prove the validity of the
interpretation, and ending with a brief summary conclusion. The response lacks internal consistency
by switching discussion from Willy to Biff near the end of paragraph 3.
Uses appropriate language, with some awareness of audience and purpose (Laura Fermi’s quote is
proved true). The response occasionally makes effective use of sentence structure or length (Curly’s
ignorance of his wife’s loneliness leads him to believe that what he has done is perfectly acceptable).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in spelling (self centered and desparate),
punctuation (a woman, who … him, to marry; although Curly is upset he; considered, moving), and
grammar (behavior cause and Willy … kills himself rather than tries) that do not hinder
comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4, although it is somewhat stronger in
meaning.
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Anchor Level 4 – B
Quality
The response:
Meaning

Development

Organization

Language Use

Conventions

Commentary

Provides a reasonable interpretation of the critical lens that establishes the criteria for analysis (it is
important for people to know information about things rather than to be unaware of them … as
people who are ignorant fail at many things they attempt to accomplish). The response makes
implicit connections between the criteria and A Separate Peace (Phineas falls as a victim of
ignorance) and Fahrenheit 451 (Guy Montag’s world has fallen to ignorance through the censorship
of books.)
Develops some ideas more fully than others. The response uses specific and relevant evidence from
A Separate Peace to discuss Phineas’s characterization as a weak individual who is heavily
influenced by his lack of knowledge and his acceptance of ignorance (the war; his best friend, Gene;
his leg injury; his untimely death). The discussion of Fahrenheit 451 is more general and relies
primarily on plot summary. While appropriate literary elements of theme and symbol are mentioned,
discussion is restricted to a single unintegrated statement at the end of each separate argument.
Maintains a clear and appropriate focus (Knowledge has and always will triumph over ignorance).
The response exhibits a logical sequence of ideas, beginning with an interpretation of the lens,
moving to textual support, and ending with a summary conclusion. The response lacks internal
consistency in the discussion of Fahrenheit 451 by shifting focus from Guy Montag, to his wife
Mildred, and then back to Montag.
Uses appropriate language, with some awareness of audience and purpose (“… ignorance is never
better than knowledge,” is a quote that applies to many works of literature). The response
occasionally makes effective use of sentence structure or length (Eventually, Phineas’s ignorance
leads to his untimely death).
Demonstrates partial control, exhibiting occasional errors in punctuation (true as; ignorance as;
knowledge, is) and grammar (knowledge beat; individual, which; refusal … lead) that do not hinder
comprehension.

Conclusion: Overall, the response best fits the criteria for Level 4 in all qualities.
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